
November 21, 2011 
Relatively Blind 
 
The Clown Car Syndrome 
 
So, the vote to recall Darwin, despite his antics to have the doors closed 15 
minutes after they were opened, went off without a hitch. He was recalled by a 2 
to 1 margin, if not greater.  
 
He could have had one more vote if he had bothered to man up and show up. 
But, like the cringing coward that he is, he hid. No show. But he was getting 
updates via text messaging all the way through it.  
 
I'm sure that made him peeing his pants in private, a whole lot better.  
 
He has been replaced by Duane Jackson. People are happy that he has been 
replaced, but iffy as to how the replacement will do. Who can blame you? There 
have been so many disappointments along the way.  
 
Duane is the Father of Lonna Jackson and there are concerns that he will put her 
in positions she is not qualified for and the whole process will remain the same. 
Much like a Clown Car Chinese Fire Drill. Everyone changes places and 
positions, but nothing changes.  
 
The big drawback to Duane is that his son in law is a fake Indian named Richard 
Street, whom you have heard much about in the past as having purchased an 
altar from Crow Dog and practicing Black Road Medicine on behalf of whomever 
pays him the most. Richard and Duane are like spiritual identical twins.  
 
I have heard that Duane is no fan of Richard. But we shall see if he turns a blind 
eye to his own family and allows them to carry on and do more damage, or if he 
actually steps up and does some good for the District and the Tribe.  
 
Bonus Shot 
 
You know how in some games, you can sometimes get a bonus shot? Let's see 
how that plays out on the rez. The Tribal Council is saying that no one will get 
their Christmas Bonus this year. I am sure that won't apply to the Tribal Council 
who already has bonuses and raises in the works for themselves. But you all? Go 
pray to Santa, your Tribal Council has spent all your money on themselves.  
 
I wonder if Darwin still gets his bonus? And that huge severance paycheck? And 
all that garbage put in place by previous Tribal Councils that allows them to rob 
you even after you oust them from office. Someone do a check on that for me?  
 
Now, to take out Clarice, Roger and the rest of them. Not a one of them worth 
spit from what I have seen. And put people in who will spend the money on YOU, 
not on creating a life of luxury for themselves. Enough! 
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Somewhere, Over The Rainbow... 
 
I posted a blurb about Clayton Rainbow. I had been hearing over the years from 
people who were angry at him for enrolling so many people who should not have 
been enrolled, and those who were not even Indian, and how much that has cost 
the tribe, and how hard it will be to clear it all up if anyone ever gets to the point 
where they can or will do that.  
 
I had been told that he was a drunk and did whatever it was that Skip or the rest 
of them wanted. He passed away awhile back. He had worked enrollment some 
20 years ago.  
 
So, I hear from a relative that I had him all wrong. That he had sobered up back 
in the 70's or 80's and changed his life's course. There was of course, high praise 
and telling me how much he was loved.  
 
That he was angry with Skip Longie for enrolling his kids who were not enough 
Indian to qualify. That he was angry over a lot of stuff that was done.  Maybe that 
is also true. Maybe a lot of the stuff that he got blamed for, were things done 
without his ability to stop it. It's a possibility. I have seen too many frame ups of 
the innocent and convenient fall guys out there to discount it entirely.  
 
What do you expect? Relatives stick up for each other out there, often to the 
point of blindness. I feel for them because all they have left is the denial that got 
them through the rough spots.  
 
But, I like to keep an open mind. Especially if it is someone I have never 
personally met. So, I asked around.  
 
I got some really negative feedback from people that had a low opinion of him 
and could not or would not see any changes he made in his life. I can understand 
that too. People, especially when they are under the control of addictions, cause 
a lot of damage to others and to their own reputations.  
 
But there was also input from one of my very reliable sources, who also knew 
him personally, but only after he was sober. That person remarked on how he 
never saw him drunk or even take a drink. Talked about how sincere and earnest 
he was. Talked about what a good family man he was.  
 
None of my sources has an axe to grind in this. But it brings up something very 
important and something I think needs to be looked at more, both on the rez and 
in other places as well: The Healing is not just for the person afflicted, but for 
everyone they have affected.  
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Addictions are sickness and they tear a person down into an ugly heap that 
reaps scorn and ridicule, fear and loathing by many. It is heartbreaking to families 
and loved ones.  
 
If and when the person who is addicted seeks and gets help, there is usually love 
support and hope for a better life. But healing is not that simple. There are often 
setbacks, relapses, and more betrayals.  
 
People lose trust. Once it is lost, it is almost impossible to get back. Betrayal is 
hard to overcome.  
 
Healing is hard to take hold because it requires deep searching into all of us. Not 
only for the one undergoing treatment, not only for their family, but to everyone 
they interact with.  
 
People are cautious and people will hold grudges as a way to protect 
themselves. People will be slow to accept that real change has taken place. That 
is understandable. But we cannot continue, years down the road to look at 
anyone as if they have not made any changes.  
 
We cannot, by holding onto old pains of our own, refuse to recognize strides 
made by those who offended us. We must find a way to look at them with new 
eyes. It takes time.  
 
In the same way, we cannot continue to turn a blind eye to those we love, who 
are going deeper and deeper into darkness and trouble. We cannot pursue denial 
as a form of love. When we do that, we are not helping those we love; we are 
protecting ourself. We are saying that the person we love is not really good 
enough to love, not worthy, as they really are, but only as we choose to see 
them. 
 
If we refuse to recognize when someone we care about is hurting themselves or 
those around them, and we refuse to face it and call them on it, we make it 
harder for them to face it and to deal with it. We delay any chance that they will 
admit they have a problem and we are telling them that if they do have a 
problem, or if we are forced to see/admit they have a problem, we will no longer 
love them.  
 
Rejection and the fear of rejection drives so many who would get help, if only 
they knew they would not be abandoned; we drive them even further from the 
light that would allow them to regain themselves.  
 
And when they die, or worse, when they hurt others so badly and horribly we are 
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all repulsed, we have mostly ourselves to blame. But that anger is always 
misdirected. It always becomes only them and what they did, not on how it was 
inevitable and we ignored it.  
 
The lesson here, in a perfect world, somewhere over that Rainbow, is that we 
have to see people as they really are, accept the changes for good and 
recognize the decline into darkness, or we will lose out, miss, some of the best 
people in our lives-- forever.  
 
More to Come 
 
On the politics and where your money is going and has gone, This story is just 
starting to open up. Everyone's eyes are just starting to open up. The work is just 
beginning. We have to keep our eyes open and look at people around us. We 
have to see them as they are. We have to weigh that against what we knew them 
'as', back in the day. People change. Some for better, some for worse.  
 
Something Is Coming 
 

"The Beginning of The Return of The Ghosts-- 
When the grass is tender and green and the sun is the strongest" 

 
I don't know who wrote that, but I have an idea. If you know, tell me.  
 
But the ghosts are returning.  
Change is already in process.  
I know there are many who will hold denial close, close their eyes and try to pray 
it away... but they will fail.  
 
It's already happening. They are coming back. Be ready to stand in the light or to 
scramble for the retreating darkness that cannot save you.  
 
You know where to find me.  
 
~Cat 


